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Abstract—To integrate DC distributed generation (DG) with
micro-source into the existing AC grid, a DC distribution bus can
be used to couple on-site photovoltaics (PV), battery energy storage systems (BESS), and DC loads. If the converters connected
to the DC bus are interleaved, the DC bus capacitor size could be
minimized. In this paper, we propose an interleaving algorithm
for multi-converter systems to minimize the current harmonics
at switching frequency on the DC bus. The proposed algorithm is
implemented using Resilient Information Architecture Platform
for Smart Grid (RIAPS) platform. Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL)
simulation results based on Opal-RT are presented to validate
its performance. The influence of synchronization frequency on
the proposed algorithm are also considered.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the increasing attention paid to the environmental
issues and the availability of fossil fuels, distributed generation
with micro-source becomes an attractive option for the future
grid. A lot of DGs, such as PV and BESS, are DC source in
nature [1], [2]. Conventionally, PV and BESS are connected to
the existing AC grid using power electronics inverters [3], [4].
This could possibly increase the losses and lower the system
efficiency since each source requires its own inverter. If all
the DC DGs and loads are connected through a common DC
distribution bus before they are interfaced to the AC grid, the
number of conversion stages could be reduced and the system
efficiency could be improved.
As shown in Fig.1, different DC sources and loads are
coupled to a single DC distribution bus before they are
connected to the AC grid. This is similar to the concept of
hybrid AC/DC microgrid as in [5]–[7]. To maintain a stable
DC bus voltage, a large capacitor is needed, which increases
the cost and volume of the system. To minimize the size of
DC bus capacitor, interleaving technique could be applied.
A vast literature has studied the interleaving of different
phases in a single converter [8]–[10]. Interleaving is achieved
by phase shifting their carriers from each other by 2π/N . This
is possible because the operating conditions of different phases
are identical and all the phases are controlled by a single
central controller. In [11], an interleaving algorithm for multiterminal DC-DC converter systems working in asymmetric
conditions is proposed. Asymmetric condition means different
terminals (input stages) of a single converter working in different operating conditions caused by different input voltage,
inductor value and current. Compared to 2π/N phase shift,
this algorithm eliminates the current harmonics at switching
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Fig. 1: DC sources coupled with a common DC Bus

frequency even when the input stages are not balanced. However, such algorithm considers only the case of three input
stages. Also, the implementation in [11] is realized by a central
controller. This is not possible for the system in Fig. 1 as each
converter is independently controlled by a local controller. In
[12], a global interleaving method for inverters are proposed.
However, the synchronization of different inverters is based
on RS485 communication which has a limited length. When
the converters are geographically distant, the method becomes
impractical. Also, all the computation in [12] including solving an optimization problem is done by the inverter’s local
controller, which could overload the local controller.
To overcome the above issues, in this paper we first extend
the existing interleaving algorithm from three input stages of
single converter in [11] to a more general case which can be
applied to N independent converters. Second, this paper details
the implementation of the proposed interleaving algorithm in
the RIAPS platform. The implementation requires no central
unit to calculate the phase delay for the converters. The resul-
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Fig. 2: End-to-end time synchronization in a RIAPS application

tant system is more practical and resilient. The RIAPS platform was introduced in [13] as a distributed control platform.
Several distributed control algorithm has been implemented
using the platform [14], [15]. While these papers demonstrate
the distributed computation capability of the RIAPS platform,
none of them require time synchronization. In this paper, we
will demonstrate that the synchronization capability of the
RIAPS platform is accurate for interleaving multi-converter
systems.
The rest of paper is arranged as follow: section II gives
an introduction to the RIAPS platform’s synchronization
mechanism. Section III introduces the proposed interleaving
algorithm. Section IV describes the implementation of interleaving algorithm in RIAPS platform. The hardware-in-theloop(HIL) simulation results are present in Section V. Section
VI concludes the paper.

in detail and presents quantitative results achieved in a real-life
BeagleBone-Black(BBB) deployment. It demonstrates an endto-end time synchronization performance within 1 us across
all nodes.
The current paper builds on these results and extend the
time synchronization boundary beyond the system clock of
the BBB nodes. The time synchronization architecture for the
multi-converter system is shown in Figure 2. A single timemaster node is synchronized to an external time reference.
This can be a GPS receiver if unobstructed access is available
to the sky, or NTP if the cluster is connected to the Internet,
or—in worst case—using the master node’s own clock as the
absolute reference for the entire cluster. Master to slave time
synchronization is achieved by the highly accurate Precision
Time Protocol (PTP). This technology relies on LAN (Ethernet) connectivity and hardware time stamping capability at
each node. Due to its dependence on a separate hardware timer
embedded in the LAN interface, the time synchronization path
includes extra steps for aligning the system clock and PTP
hardware clocks (PHC) at each node.
While most steps are implemented by third-party opensource software components, we added a custom element to
the existing infrastructure (sync_gen) for providing easy-tointegrate and robust time synchronization services for external
hardware. The tool is capable of generating extremely accurate
synchronization pulses on selected BBB GPIO header pins at
a wide-range of frequencies (up to 2kHz) with configurable
pulse-widths. The most important property of the generated
pulses is their well-defined alignment on the globally established time-scale, thus the pulses are generated at the same
time instants at all nodes. We made significant effort to
minimize the jitter and the bias in the timing of the pulse
signals, such as:
•

•

II. RIAPS P LATFORM AND ITS S YNCHRONIZATION
C APABILITY
The RIAPS platform implements a complete end-to-end
time synchronization architecture with various options for
the reference clock(s) and supports a wide range of deployment configurations. The ultimate goal of the time synchronization infrastructure is to align each node’s system clock
(CLOCK_REALTIME POSIX clock) to a common reference in
the RIAPS cluster. The platform integrates several key technology components, such as GPS, NTP, PTP—orchestrated with
a RIAPS-specific configuration management tool (tsman) to
achieve this task with the best accuracy for a given deployment
configuration. Our recent paper [16] describes the architecture

•

Instead of relying on user-space libraries (e.g. libsoc) and
kernel services (sysfs), the service uses direct memorymapped I/O access for driving the GPIO pins. This
approach resulted in one magnitude faster response times
but requires superuser-level access and ties the current
implementation to the BBB hardware platform.
The RIAPS platform runs on Linux with the
RT PREEMPT patch for minimizing the jitter of
user space real-time tasks. The sync_gen service is
scheduled with real-time policy (SCHED_FIFO) at a
highest priority than most kernel threads
For the actual timing of the GPIO signal, we do not rely
on the accuracy of sleep services (e.g. clock nanosleep).
Instead, well before the pulse signal is due, the process wakes-up and uses a busy-wait loop (continuously
checking the system time) to find the best moment
to assert the GPIO signal. This approach can create a
significant load on the system—especially if being used
at high pulse frequencies—but provides two magnitudes
of improvement in the timing of the pulses.

We evaluated the performance of the generated time synchronization pulses using 500 Hz pulse frequency and 10 us
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Fig. 4: Four converters interleaving case
pulse width. Based on a dataset of 40,000 pulses, we observed
a 2.84 us bias (mean error) with a standard deviation of 0.33
us. The maximum error (very rare outlier) was 10.93 us.
Note, that we conducted the measurements on a single node
by capturing the system time before and after asserting the
GPIO pin. Then, we used the mid-point of these two time
stamps for estimating the actual time of the rising edge. Our
previous work [16] already demonstrated the sub-microsecond
alignment of the system clocks across the nodes. The jitter
of the external synchronization pulses is in the same range,
thus—if the measured 2-3 us bias is compensated for—we
can synchronize external components with sub-microsecond
accuracy to the system.
III. I MPROVED I NTERLEAVING A LGORITHM FOR
M ULTI - CONVERTER S YSTEMS
The interleaving algorithm for three and four converters are
presented in this section. For each DC/DC converter in Fig.1,
its output current consists of a desired DC component and undesired high-frequency components. Analysis in the frequency
domain reveals that the high-frequency components are mostly
fundamental frequency (switching frequency) component and
its harmonics [11]. The fundamental frequency component
has the largest magnitude as well as the lowest frequency.
Thus, it has the greatest influence on DC bus current and
voltage ripple. If the overall fundamental component can be
minimized, smaller ripple on DC bus can be achieved.
Using Fourier transform, we can extract the fundamental
frequency component for each converter’s output current as
a vector I~o i (i = 1, 2, 3..., n). The overall fundamental
n
P
component is determined by I~sum =
I~o i .
i=1

A. Interleaving algorithm for n = 3
For a three-converter system, if the three vectors I~o 1 , I~o 2
and I~o 3 could form a triangle with proper interleaving, the
overall fundamental frequency component can be eliminated,
as I~sum = 0. First, we arrange the current vectors I~o 1 ,

I~o 2 and I~o 3 according to their magnitudes in descending
order, as |I~o 1 | ≥ |I~o 2 | ≥ |I~o 3 |. Then, we check whether
it is analytically feasible for the three vectors to form a
triangle by comparing |I~o 1 | with (|I~o 2 | + |I~o 3 |). If |I~o 1 | ≥
(|I~o 2 | + |I~o 3 |), the three vectors can not form a triangle.
To minimize the overall fundamental components, I~o 2 and
I~o 3 should be set in the opposite direction of I~o 1 , as shown
in Fig.3a. Otherwise, the three vectors can form a triangle
with proper phase shift, as shown in Fig.3b. If we keep I~o 1
unchanged, optimal interleaving angles for I~o 2 and I~o 3 could
be calculated as:
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where φo i (i = 1, 2, 3) is the original phase angle of each
fundamental component. Angles α and β can be calculated by
|I~o 1 |, |I~o 2 | and |I~o 3 | using Law of Cosines,
cos β =

|I~o 1 |2 + |I~o 2 |2 − |I~o 3 |2
2|I~o 1 ||I~o 2 |

(3)

cos α =

|I~o 1 |2 + |I~o 3 |2 − |I~o 2 |2
2|I~o 1 ||I~o 3 |

(4)

B. Interleaving algorithm for n = 4
Above technique can be extended to a four-converter system. Geometrically speaking, a quadrilateral case is more
complex compared to a triangle case and does not have a
unique solution. Triangle is still favored for the four vectors
case. Current vectors of four converters I~o 1 , I~o 2 , I~o 3 and
I~o 4 are arranged according to their magnitudes in descending
order, as |I~o 1 | ≥ |I~o 2 | ≥ |I~o 3 | ≥ |I~o 4 |. First we check
whether it is feasible for the four vectors to form a triangle
4
4
P
P
|I~o i |. If |I~o 1 | ≥
|I~o i |, the
by comparing |I~o 1 | with
i=2

i=2

four vectors can not form a triangle. I~o 2 , I~o 3 and I~o 4 should
be set in the opposite direction of I~o 1 , as shown in Fig.4a.
Otherwise, the four vectors can form a triangle. We set I~o 4
in the opposite direction of I~o 1 and a new vector is I~o′ 1
generated whose magnitude is |I~o′ 1 | = |I~o 1 | − |I~o 4 |. A
triangle is guaranteed to be formed by I~o′ 1 , I~o 2 and I~o 3
4
P
|I~o i |. If we apply the discussed three
because |I~o 1 | ≥
i=2

converters interleaving algorithm, proper phase shift can be
found as shown in Fig.4b.
C. Interleaving algorithm for n = N (N ≥ 4)
For N converters, the same reduction process as four
converter case can be done. Current vectors of N converters
are arranged according to their magnitudes in descending
order, ie. |I~o 1 | ≥ |I~o 2 | ≥ ... ≥ |I~o N |. Again we first check
whether it is feasible for the N vectors to form a triangle by
N
N
P
P
comparing |I~o 1 | with
|I~o i |. If |I~o 1 | ≥
|I~o i |, the N
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Fig. 5: RIAPS actor containing two components for interleaving algorithm
vectors can not form a triangle. I~o 2 , ..., I~o 4 should be set in
the opposite direction of I~o 1 .
N
P
If |I~o 1 | ≤
|I~o i |, the same as before, we form a new
i=2

vector I~o′ 1 by setting the smallest vector in the opposite direction of the largest vector whose magnitude is |I~o′ 1 | = |I~o 1 | −
|I~o N |. The resulting vectors now are |I~o′ 1 |, |I~o 2 |, ..., |I~o N −1 |
for which two magnitude relationships are possible.
1) |I~o′ 1 | ≥ |I~o 2 | ≥ ... ≥ |I~o N −1 |: it is obvious that
|I~o′ 1 | ≤

N
−1
X

|I~o i |
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N |,

N|

~
~
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2) |I~o 2 | ≥ ... ≥ |I~o′ 1 | ≥ ... ≥ |I~o
and N ≥ 4, we can have

φs_i

|I~o i |)

(8)

i=3

Eq.(5) and Eq.(8) show that the remaining N −1 vectors still
satisfy the condition of forming a triangle. The same process
is repeated until the number of vectors is reduced to three.
IV. I MPLEMENTATION OF I MPROVED I NTERLEAVING
A LGORITHM IN THE RIAPS P LATFORM
In the proposed architecture in Fig. 1, each converter is
controlled by its local controller. On top of the local controller,
a RIAPS node is associated with it providing computation and
communication capabilities. The RIAPS nodes can communicate with the local controller using Modbus protocol. The communication among RIAPS nodes are facilitated by ZeroMQ
middleware. Typical communication patterns supported by the
RIAPS platform include request-reply and publish-subscribe.
In a RIAPS node, specific functions are realized by actors.
An actor can be comprised of several components. Fig. 5
shows the RIAPS actor for controlling the phase shift of

the converter. The actor has two components. One is a
Modbus component communicating with the converter’s local
controller. The other is a phase shift component where the
proposed algorithm is computed.
Every time step, the Modbus component sends out a request
to pull out the current vector I~o i which is calculated by
the converter’s local controller. This vector is then passed to
the phase shift component to calculate the phase shift. The
calculated phase shift is then sent back to the converter through
another Modbus message. The vector I~o i is also published
across the RIAPS platform by the phase shift component.
Therefore, each RIAPS node will publish its vector while
receiving vectors from the others nodes.
After the local converter controller receives the phase shift,
it is stored in a register. With the synchronization pulses
from the RIAPS nodes to the local controllers, there are two
methods to achieve desired phase shift,
1) Regulating the phase directly by loading the phase
shift to the counter register of the triangle wave carrier
generator when it receives the synchronization pulse
from its RIAPS node.
2) Regulating the phase indirectly by regulating the PWM
frequency of each converter.
The first method offsets the PWM phase shift immediately upon receiving the synchronization pulse. However, it
introduces an abrupt change of the PWM duty cycle at the
synchronization moment. This can degrade the output current
quality and thus is not preferred.
In this paper the second method is selected and implemented
in the local controllers. The control block diagram is shown
in Fig.6. Upon receiving the synchronization pulse, the local
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controller samples and holds the phase at that moment and
compares it with the desired phase shift from the RIAPS node.
The error is passed to an integrator whose output is used to
offset the switching frequency of the converter. The integrator
gain k is selected small enough so that the switching frequency
does not deviates from its normal value too much. In steady
state, the adjusted switching frequency fpwm i + ∆fpwm i
is the same for all converters. ∆fpwm i compensates for
the differences in crystal frequency drift, temperature and
etc. The correct phase shift is also guaranteed by accurate
synchronization pulses across the entire RIAPS platform.
V. S IMULATION R ESULTS
To validate the performance of the proposed algorithm and
the synchronization capability of the RIAPS platform, HIL
real-time simulations are conducted.
A converter system with four boost converters are simulated
in Opal-RT as shown in Fig. 7. The real-time simulation
time step is 0.5 µs. In [17] it is shown that the fast trasient
dynamics of power eletronics converter can be captured by
such as small time step. The four converters are controlled by
four DSPs (F28377S from Texas Instruments), respectively.
There is no direct information exchange between DSPs. Each
DSP is connected to its RIAPS node by two channels. One
is a bidirectional serial communication channel which runs
on Modbus. The other is a unidirectional channel sending
synchronization pulse from the RIAPS node to the DSP. The
hardware for RIAPS node is a BBB single board computer.
Five cases are simulated. In the first case no synchronization
or interleaving is implemented. Then, in the second and third
case three converters are working in symmetric condition
with the proposed interleaving algorithm implemented. The
influence of the synchronization frequency are tested by
varying the frequency of the synchronization pulse. The last
two cases show the performance of the proposed interleaving
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Fig. 9: Test result of case 2: converter currents and bus current
algorithm for three and four converters working in asymmetric
condition, respectively. For all cases, the inductors are identical
L1 = L2 = L3 = L3 = 1.75 mH. The DC bus voltage is 400
V. The switching frequency of all converters is 5 kHz. All the
converters are working in current mode to control the inductor
current. Their current reference is set to I = 25A.
A. Case 1: three converters in symmetric condition without
interleaving
In the first simulation, only the first three converters are
operating. The fourth converter is shut down. The input
voltages of the converters are set to Vdc1 = Vdc2 = Vdc3 = 140
V. When no synchronization or interleaving is implemented for
the converters, the phase difference between different converters becomes time-varying. This is because their internal clocks
can not be exactly the same due to crystal frequency drift,
different ambient temperature and other operation conditions.
The worse case happens when the three converters have the
same phase as shown in Fig. 8. The large pulse current can
increase system losses and decrease the DC-link capacitor life
time.
B. Case 2: three converters in symmetric condition with
synchronization pulse every 10 ms
The parameters of the second simulation are the same as the
first one except the interleaving algorithm is implemented in
the RIAPS platform with synchronization pulse generated by
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In this case the synchronization pulse is generated at every
100 ms. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 10. Although
the same phase shifts are calculated as in case 2, the performance of interleaving is not as good. The converter current
2π
phase shifts constantly fluctuate around 4π
3 and 3 , respectively. The bus current also varies around the operating point
in Fig. 9. The explanation is provided as following. The DSPs
are synchronized by synchronization pulses. After receiving
the synchronization pulse, the control loop in Fig. 6 will drive
the frequency to eliminate the sampled phase difference. If
the synchronization frequency is low, the phase error might
be overcompensated, resulting in degraded performance. If the
synchronization frequency is lowered further, the system can
become unstable. Test results show a synchronization pulse
generated every 10 ms is accurate enough for interleaving
converters with 5 kHz switching frequency.
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Fig. 11: Test result of case 4: converter currents and bus current

the RIAPS nodes every 10 ms. Fig. 9 shows the output current
IOi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) of the converters and the sum of them.
Because the three converters are working in the symmetric
condition, the proposed algorithm calculates phase shift 4π
3
and 2π
3 for the second and third converter, respectively. The
sum of the output currents shows a much smaller switching
frequency ripple.
C. Case 3: three converters in symmetric condition with
synchronization pulse every 100 ms
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Fig. 13: Test result of case 5: bus current and its spectrum
D. Case 4: three converters in asymmetric condition with
synchronization pulse every 10 ms
In this simulation, the converters are working in asymmetric
condition with different DC voltages. The voltages are set
to Vdc1 = 100 V, Vdc2 = 140 V, Vdc3 = 180 V. Fig. 11
shows the simulation result. The output currents from the three
converters are interleaved to minimize the switching frequency
component although they have different duty cycles. Close
observation reveals that the switching frequency components
is not completely removed by the interleaving algorithm. This
is because the proposed interleaving algorithm is essentially
an open loop control. The phase shift calculated by phase shift
component in Fig. 5 is based on the measurement information.
There is no feedback to guarantee the triangle formation in Fig.

3b. However, the bus current has a much smaller switching
frequency ripple compared to the case without interleaving.
E. Case 5: four converters in asymmetric condition with
synchronization pulse every 10 ms
Now four converters are operating in asymmetric conditions.
The fourth converter’s DC voltage is set to 200 V. The current
waveforms are shown in Fig. 12. The four converter currents
are interleaved with the proposed algorithm. In this case, the
magnitude of the converter output current switching frequency
components satisfies |I~o 1 | ≤ |I~o 2 | ≤ |I~o 3 | ≤ |I~o 4 |. Based
on the proposed algorithm, I~o 1 and I~o 4 are out of phase. The

sum of of I~o 1 and I~o 4 forms a triangle together with I~o 2
and I~o 3 .
The bus current and its spectrum is shown in Fig. 13. The
5 kHz switching frequency component is reduced below 0
dB. The most prominent component becomes the third order
component.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we propose an adaptive interleaving algorithm
for multi-converter systems. The proposed algorithm is implemented on the RIAPS platform. The time synchronization
capability of the RIAPS platform and the performance of the
proposed algorithm is validated through HIL simulation. Simulation results show the RIAPS platform time synchronization
accuracy is high enough to interleave different converters. The
proposed algorithm can greatly reduce the switching frequency
component of the bus current.
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